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GCA RUN OF THE MONTH AWARD JUNE 2020 

“GOOD JUAN” 
The GCA Run of the Month for June 2020 has been awarded to exciting drop out, run on speedster Good Juan 
after he came from nowhere at Wentworth Park in the Ladbrokes Money Back Odds Grade 5 on June 27th. He 
somehow got up and won in an extraordinary performance. 

                                                                              Good Juan in action 
 
A big money purchase Good Juan returned to the track in remarkable fashion at Wentworth Park on Saturday 
night, turning in a performance that had to be seen to be believed. 
 
In a performance that will make a serious play for the run of 2020, Good Juan – purchased for a cool $120,000 
late last year – came from a seemingly hopeless position in the run to secure an amazing last stride victory. 
 
Seriously, it was a visually stunning performance that made you look twice to make sure it happened. 
 
Dropping out to be a conspicuous last in the early stages, Good Juan was well out of camera shot for the 
majority of the 520m journey, before unleashing a devastating finish to secure his ninth race win. 
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Such was the speed he was travelling he was almost jumping over his opposition nearing the winning post. 
 
Granted, powerhouse finishing bursts are nothing new to the up-and-coming stayer, yet Saturday night’s effort 
was on another level, even by his own lofty standards. 
 
Finishing at a rate of knots, Good Juan scored by a length at the finish over leader Aston Zodiac in 29.93. 
 
With 50 metres to go he appeared a forlorn chance of filling a place. 
 
And while the overall time was tidy, Good Juan’s run home time of 11.38 is simply unheard of. 
 
Adding further merit to the run was the fact it was his first racetrack appearance since March. 
 
God help his opposition when he stretches back out over 720 metres … the further they go the better he gets. 
 
Since the run the social media meltdown that followed Good Juan’s remarkable Wentworth Park victory on 
Saturday night has rivalled that of champion galloper Winx’s farewell to racing. 
 
As of Monday morning, the visually stunning last-to-first victory had collectively exceeded an extraordinary 
450,000 views on Facebook and Twitter and was already responsible for over 100,000 engagements on 
Facebook. 
 
Such was the interest in the mesmerising performance, Channel 7 news NSW ran with the race in their sports 
bulletin on Sunday night, handing Australian greyhound racing money can’t buy publicity. 
 
As usual there were some great greyhounds competing in June on various tracks around Australia. In particular 
track records at Cranbourne and Bendigo. However, it was a rare performance hardly ever seen plus the 
reaction from the general public on the internet. It more than enough to give him the nod as the Run of the 
Month. 
 
Good Juan is a Black dog whelped January 2018 by Barcia Bale from Gate Juan (Spring Gun x Queen’s Gate). 
He is raced by Linda Edgerton and trained by Harry Sarkis at Abermain in New South Wales. He has won nine 
races and been placed on six occasions from his 20 starts. His prizemoney stands at $36,420. 
 
GCA congratulates Owner Linda Edgerton, trainer Harry Sarkis and Good Juan after being judged the GCA Run 
of the Month for June 2020. He joins last month’s winner Aston Mauve, Jim Zarr Dashian, Hard Style Rico, 
Pindari Express, Here’s Tears, Zipping Cosmo, Hooked on Scotch (2) Feral Franky, Sennachie and Shima 
Shine as the winners of the GCA Run of the Month for 2019-2020.  
 

Thanks for Story content Greyhound Recorder Website 
https://www.thegreyhoundrecorder.com.au/  

 

Checkout the GCA Website at www.greyhoundclubsaustralia.com.au for a replay of the run of 
the Month 
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